
 

 

 

MUSC CORE 20 Skills 

 

 

Stationary Skills Forward/Side Moves Turns 
Inside Touches Messi Dip Drag back 

Toe Taps Scissor/Double Scissor Stop Turn 

Squeeze Stepover L-Turn 
Roll Iniesta Cruyff Turn 

Roll Squeeze  Roll stepover Inside/Outside Turn 

Pull Push Chop Hook Turn 

 

 

 

 



Stationary Ball Mastery  

1) Inside Touches- The ball is between the player feet and the player hit 

the ball back and forth with the inside of their foot  

2) Toe Taps- Player stands behind the ball and put their sole of the foot 

on top of the ball and alternate feet as fast as they can. 

3) Squeeze- the ball is between the player feet and the player start with 

one foot on top of the ball and will roll it away from their body and 

squeeze it with the inside of the foot so  it goes back toward the 

middle  

4) Ball Roll- players will roll the ball back and forth using their sole of 

the foot  

5) Roll Squeeze- Player will role the ball and squeeze using the outside 

of the foot 

6) Pull Push- Player will preform a small drag back with the sole of the 

foot and then push it forward with their laces. 

Forward/Side Moves 

1) Messi Dip- players will perform a body feint  

2) Scissor- player will take one foot around the ball going away from their 

body  

3) Double Scissor- player will take one foot around the ball then the other 

going away from their body 

4) Stepover - player will take one foot around the ball going toward from 

their body  

5) Iniesta – Player will perform a inside touch across their body then push 

it up with the inside foot of the other foot 

6) Roll Stepover- player will perform a ball roll then preform a stepover  

7) Chop- Player will step Infront of the ball with one foot and with the 

other foot will hit the ball toward the side. 

Turns 

 

1) Drag Back- Player will drag the ball back with one foot and their belly 

button should follow the ball 



Stop Turn – player will put their sole of the foot on top of the ball 

2) Cruyff Turn – Plant one foot beside the ball facing forward, the other foot 

will wrap around the ball and be knocked back with the inside of  the foot 

3) L-Turn – playing with perform a drag back with the ball and then use the 

inside of the foot to push the ball across the standing leg  

4) Stepover Turn – player will stepover the ball and go the other way using the 

outside of the foot    

5) Inside Turn- Player will perform a turn with the inside of the foot  

6)  Outside Turn- Player will perform a turn with the outside of the foot  

7) Hook Turn- Player will fake the strike, then hooks the ball behind the 

standing leg to change directions. 

 


